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Populism and Polarization in Social Media Without
Fake News: the Vicious Circle of Biases, Beliefs and

Network Homophily

Zaruhi Hakobyan and Christos Koulovatianos

Abstract

We build a search-and-matching algorithm of network dynamics with decision-making

under incomplete information, seeking to understand the determinants of the observed grad-

ual downgrading of expert opinion on complicated issues and the decreasing trust in science.

Even without fake news, combining the internet�s ease of forming networks with (a) indi-

vidual biases, such as con�rmation bias or assimilation bias, and (b) people�s tendency to

align their actions with those of peers, produces populist and polarization network dynamics.

Homophily leads to actions with more weight on biases and less weight on expert opinion,

and such actions lead to more homophily.

Keywords: network dynamics, internet, higher-order beliefs, learning, expert

opinions, biased assimilation, con�rmation bias

JEL classi�cation: D85, D83, D82, D72, C78



1. Introduction

A crucial feature of populism is a separatist tendency in society, a tendency for having

social groups with strong within-group ties and similar within-group biases. Such groups

often de�ne their identity by strongly di¤erentiating themselves from other groups with

di¤erent beliefs and biases.1 People within such groups tend to downgrade expert opinion

on highly technical matters even outside politics, e.g., medical facts about immunizations,

scienti�c �ndings in physics and biology that may be oppose traditional religious views,

etc.2 In the past two decades, there is evidence that populism rose over time.3 Together

with this rise, there is a growing tendency for downgrading expert opinion, celebrating the

term �post-truth� era in politics and society.4 Social media and internet-based networks

are the focus of recent research on understanding the causes of this uprising downgrading of

expert opinion. Much of research related to networks has focused on measuring the spread

of fake news through social media, studying also the e¤ectiveness of combating fake news

through internet websites that debunk information.5 While we think that this strong focus

on fake news is crucial, in this study we take one step beyond the role of fake news in order

to understand why expert opinion is downgraded over time, why populism and polarization

rise over time, and how these two processes are interrelated.

1 Although there is no generally accepted de�nition of populism in the academia, a common element among
suggested de�nitions of populism in politics, is a tendency of citizens to split between groups of �pure
people�versus supporters of the �corrupt elite�(see, for example, Mudde, 2004, and Stanley, 2008). A more
general way of describing both this separatist tendency among di¤erent groups and the tendency of persons
to connect with persons of similar features is the concept of homophily, explained in the survey paper by
McPherson et al. (2001).
2 Gauchat (2012) provides evidence that measures of trust in science tend to di¤er among groups with
di¤erent political views, reporting a decline in the trust in science by conservatives in the US from 1974 to
2010. Hamilton et al. (2015) provide consistent evidence on lower trust to science by conservatives regarding
vaccine issues and climate change, using a survey in 2014.
3 For evidence on the rise in populism in the past decades see Rodrik (2018), and Guiso et al. (2018).
4 See the review article of Lewandowsky et al. (2017).
5 See the online platform �Hoaxy� for detecting fake news (Shao et al. 2016 and 2018) and a related
discussion in Ciampaglia et al. (2018) on debunking fake news, reviewing preliminary results on this new
area of research.
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We build a simulated model of network dynamics and limited information. We remove the

possibility of fake news from the model and demonstrate that, given the search and matching

facility that social media o¤er for connecting with new online friends, two social elements

alone, are su¢ cient for producing, (a) networks that gradually exhibit more homophily

and polarization over time, and, (b) a gradual downgrading of expert opinion on issues for

which knowledge is limited. The two social elements that are su¢ cient for producing these

dynamics are, (i) individual biases, such as biased assimilation and con�rmation bias, and

(ii) the tendency that people have for socially aligning their actions with actions of network

friends.6

For distinguishing the two eras of social networks, the pre-social-media era and the post-

social-media era, the key is to introduce a search-and-matching mechanism that can bring

together new friends.7 Compared to traditional social networks without internet, internet-

based social media are distinguished by the speed and intensity of the search-and-matching

possibilities they o¤er. Due to this di¤erence in speed of search and matching, in traditional

social networks without internet, the evolution of some social processes, such as populism and

polarization, might be too slow, requiring a lifetime to evolve, so the overall process might

be stalled in society. On the contrary, internet-based social media can speed up search

and matching of new internet friends, speeding up the evolution of some social processes

as well. The search-and-matching framework we suggest, and the uncomplicated simulated

evolutionary dynamics it produces, are two key contributions of this paper.

6 Evidence on the role that biases play in promoting attitude polarization was provided by Lord et al.
(1979), contributing to the literature on biased asssimilation and con�rmation bias. Con�rmation bias, as is
explained by Nickerson (1998), together with biased assimilation, are the closest concepts of bias we employ
in our model. For the coordination motive among people in a sociaty to align their actions to these of their
friends and peers, see the famous �beauty contest�example proposed by Keynes (1936) and the formulation
in Morris and Shin (2002) and Golub and Morris (2018).
7 Search and matching models have been used, for example, in monetary economics (see Kiyotaki and Wright,
1993) and in modeling unemployment (see Mortensen and Pissarides, 1994).
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Our search-and-matching process involves features of coordination games with incomplete

information. In these games, players need to form beliefs about a fundamental value. In

our framework, there is a public noisy signal that captures the role of expert opinion on

this fundamental value. In addition, players have access to private signals and also try to

coordinate with network friends. In order to take actions (e.g., immunizations, political

votes, etc.) related to this fundamental value (e.g., the risk of a disease, the risk of a �scal

crisis, etc.), players form beliefs on what other players believe, i.e., they form higher-order

beliefs. In this environment, fundamental (structural) biases of players, more related to

their education level or culture, such as con�rmation biases, cause a preference for choosing

internet social media friends with similar biases, the network feature known as homophily.

Our main result is that, even in the absence of producing and re-producing fake news,

fundamental biases combined with the need for aligning actions to those of friends, lead

to a network evolution characterized by homophily, high network density and closeness

centrality among friends of similar biases. These network features are mapped to actions of

players, strengthening populist characteristics that lead to polarization over time: players

gradually put more weight on their biases and less weight on expert opinions. Networks

make fundamental biases be enhanced by peer-induced ampli�cation factors and these biases

lead to more network features that promote these biases, a vicious circle of populist trends.

The crucial distinction between fundamental (structural) biases and peer-induced am-

pli�cation of biases in decision making provides three main insights that we demonstrate

through simulation experiments and through some analytical characterizations. First, the

tendency of people to connect with those who have similar fundamental biases is endoge-

nous, depending on the existing network structure. Speci�cally, as the existing network

exhibits more homophily, and as subnetworks of connected persons with similar bias also
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exhibit more density and closeness centrality, the tendency to match with new persons of

similar biases becomes stronger. Second, we analytically show that, in decision-making,

there is a tradeo¤ between peer-induced ampli�cation of biases and importance of expert

opinion. Whenever the role of biases increases in decision-making, the role of expert opinion

becomes downgraded. This tradeo¤ is clear in our model because, as our model has no

fake news, the weight that individual decisions place on noisy private signals is constant,

independently of the network structure. Third, the size of fundamental biases, measured in

relation to the standard deviations of private and public signals, a¤ects both the intensity of

the long-term homophily outcome and the speed of transition to this outcome. Speci�cally,

weak fundamental biases lead to weaker homophily outcomes. These dynamics occur in a

framework where agents have myopia regarding the evolution of the network, despite that

they make sophisticated decisions based on the existing structure of the networks, using

all available information. We conjecture that a more sophisticated model, with foresight

and rational expectations about the network evolution, would strengthen this relationship

between fundamental biases and network dynamics.8

Our �ndings give a clear message. Combating fake news through network debunkers is

not a complete treatment against populist trends. For preventing populism, it may also

be crucial to focus on removing the structural feature of individual biases, e.g., through

providing better education to younger individuals and through promoting an evidence-based

mentality to society.

8 Such an extension is beyond the scope of this paper, as it demands the development of new analytical
tools in dynamic games with foresight, where whole networks are the state variables a¤ecting each individual
forward-looking decision.
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1.1 Related literature

Our paper contributes to two literature strands. The �rst strand is the growing literature

on the determinants of homophily in networks and on how homophily a¤ects a number of

economic and social decisions, including the speed of learning. Examples of this literature

are Jackson (2008), Currarini et al. (2009), Kossinets and Watts (2009), Golub and Jackson

(2012a,b), Bramoulle et al. (2012), Jackson and Lopez-Pintado (2013), Centola (2013),

Lobel and Sadler (2015), Currarini and Mengel (2016), and Halberstam and Knight (2016).

The second strand is the literature interested in fake news, despite that we do not study

fake-news extensions in this paper. In this paper we model biased assimilation as a structural

feature, showing that, over time, due to the dynamics of network peers and due to interac-

tions with network peers, actions tend to be more and more biased, while expert opinion is

gradually downgraded. Nevertheless, studying the interplay between our suggested mecha-

nism of biases in this paper and fake-news mechanisms suggested in the growing fake-news

literature on networks, should be a topic of future research. We think that establishing our

model�s mechanics is a stepping stone for such a synthesis. Papers in this fake-news strand

of literature include Mullainathan and Shleifer (2005), Baron (2006), Gentzkow and Shapiro

(2006), Besley and Prat (2006), Bernhardt et al. (2008), Gentzkow et al. (2015) and Allcott

and Gentzkow (2017).

Notably, a paper sharing similar concepts to ours is Dandekar et al. (2013), which builds

on the model of DeGroot (1974), exploring how biased assimilation leads to homophily. A

crucial di¤erence from Dandekar et al. (2013), is that we place emphasis on how expert

signals might be ignored due to biases and progressing homophily. We follow a di¤erent

approach. We use a dynamic variant of frameworks suggested by Morris and Shin (2002)

and Golub and Morris (2018), introducing a search-and-matching mechanism. We build a
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tractable algorithm suggesting an e¢ cient way for calculating higher-order beliefs, o¤ering

di¤erent insights and results.

Acemoglu et al. (2013) develop a political approach to populism, sharing one common

feature with us, the role of biases. Nevertheless, Acemoglu et al. (2013) focus on modeling

the political process in a representative democracy, while we focus on the social dynamics

of how incomplete information and network externalities lead to a gradual downgrading of

expert biases.

A recent paper that o¤ers empirical evidence that friendship networks make political

opinions more tightly related is Algan et al. (2019). Another paper o¤ering theory and

evidence on information transmission through gossips is Banerjee et al. (2019). Other

recent papers of related focus to ours include Candogan (2019), Candogan and Drakopoulos

(2019), Myatt and Wallace (2019), and Egorov and Sonin (2019). These papers focus on

the signaling mechanisms and their relationship to the network structure. A more directly

related paper, focusing on the role that social media play in transmitting biased information

that enhances polarization is Campbell, Leister, and Zenou (2019). The key di¤erence of

our paper is our focus on studying the role that people�s fundamental preference biases play

in the evolution of simulated network dynamics, even when biased or fake news are absent.

Finally, an evolutionary model that has a similar �avor to the network dynamics we

suggest is the Schelling (1969, 1971) model. Two key di¤erences in our framework is that

we focus on network dynamics and that we propose a seach-and-matching mechanism of

network formation.
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2. Model

There is a network of N <1 persons. In period t 2 f0; 1; :::g the network is represented by

an adjacency matrix Mt. Matrix Mt is a symmetric N � N matrix with entries in f0; 1g,

where M ij
t = M

ji
t = 1 denotes that two individuals (nodes), are connected. The symmetry

ofMt implies that we restrict attention to undirected networks, where each node represents

an individual. In addition, we do not consider self-loops, meaning that all diagonal elements

of Mt are equal to 0.

Let function di (Mt) �
PN

j=1M
ij
t calculate the degree of node i, i.e., the sum of other

individuals i is connected to. Given this degree, we de�ne an associated N �N matrix t,

de�ned by the function,

t = � (Mt) with ijt �
M ij
t

di (Mt)
. (1)

Observe that, as in Golub and Morris (2018), matrix t is a row-stochastic matrix, where

ijt is the weight that i assigns to j, with agents putting equal weights to all of their friends.

The objective of each network member involves two tasks in each period. The �rst task

is to understand the value of a fundamental quantity for which information is limited. This

fundamental quantity can be the outcome of a vote on a political issue, a scienti�c �nding

about, e.g., a medical issue such as a vaccine for an epidemic, a price outcome, e.g. a

house-price index, etc. The second task of each individual is to coordinate actions with

peers, especially with those connected to them. This is the (Keynes, 1936) �beauty contest�

motive, of trying to guess the actions of peers. In our framework, apart from this �beauty-

contest�motive, agents will be trying to be more socially accepted by coordinating actions

with their network peers who are connected with them.

In our model, we divide agents into two types, A and B, distinguished by di¤erences in
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fundamental biases. As in Morris and Shin (2002), the action ai of the agent gives higher

utility if it is, (i) closer to an underlying state, �t, +/- some bias, which depends on the

agent�s type, and (ii) closer to the �beauty contest�term, which leads to an externality: each

agent tries to second-guess the decisions of their friends. Speci�cally, the payo¤ function of

a type-A agent i is given by,

uAi (at; �t) = � (1� r) [ai;t � (�t + b)]
2 � r

NX
j=1

ijt (aj;t � ai;t)
2 , (2)

while the payo¤ function of a type-B agent i is,

uBi (at; �t) = � (1� r) [ai;t � (�t � b)]
2 � r

NX
j=1

ijt (aj;t � ai;t)
2 , (3)

where r 2 (0; 1), b > 0, and at = [a1;t; :::; aN;t]. According to (2) and (3), the feature

distinguishing agent types is the bias: type A agents prefer that their action be closer to

(�t + b), while type-B agents prefer being closer to (�t � b). Agents of each type have a

preference to taking actions shifted away from the true value of �t. Intuitively, this bias in

preferred actions re�ects political, religious, and other similar biases, falling in the categories

of biased assimilation and con�rmation bias (see Lord et al., 1979, and Nickerson, 1998).9

Assume that there is a total number of NA type-A players and a total number of NB type-B

players, with NA +NB = N .

Parameter r captures the relative importance of the �beauty-contest� externality. In

our setup, there is a key di¤erence in the speci�cation of the �beauty-contest�externality,

compared to the standard �beauty-contest�concept used, e.g. in Morris and Shin (2002).

In our setup the �beauty-contest�concept externality refers only to network �friends�, i.e.,

to people who are connected with player i in period t. Therefore, while r and b are constant

parameters of the utility function over time, the network externality can potentially di¤er

over time, implicitly a¤ecting the relative importance of the bias parameter, b, as well.
9 The assumption of bias symmetry is made for simplicity.
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2.1 Signals and Information Structure

The key assumption we make is that, in each period t 2 f0; 1; :::g, there is a new task carrying

a new fundamental value, �t, that is unknown and needs to be learned through signals

available in period t. Therefore, the time horizon available for learning about parameter �

is one period only. Despite that the fundamental value to be learned is new in every period,

we assume, for simplicity, that the stochastic structure underlying the signals that guide

learning of �t, is the same in every period.

Speci�cally, in a similar fashion to Morris and Shin (2002), the information set available

to player i 2 f1; :::; Ng in each period is Ii;t = (yt; xi;t), where yt is a public signal with,

yt = �t + �t , with �t � N
�
0; �2�

�
, t = 0; :::, (4)

and xi;t is a private signal to agent i only, with,

xi;t = �t + "i;t , with "i;t � N
�
0; �2"

�
, t = 0; :::, (5)

and the precisions of the public and the private signals are � = 1=�2� and � = 1=�
2
". Impor-

tantly, �t is independent from "i;t for all i 2 f1; :::; Ng, and "i;t is independent from "j;t for

all i 6= j.

Since our goal is to produce an algorithm for running network simulations, the data-

generating process of Ii;t = (yt; xi;t) in every period needs a �true�parameter, ��t , unknown

to players in the model, to be used by a modeler. From a modeler�s perspective, ��t can vary

(randomly) over time or it can be constant over time. Trying di¤erent sequences f��tg
T
t=0 in

simulated paths does not change the optimal strategic rules of players, since players do not

know ��t in each period and since the learning horizon is only one period for each t. Yet, even

with the same strategic rules, the progression and noisiness of ��t will a¤ect the samples of

signals fIi;t = (yt; xi;t)gNi=1 and it will a¤ect the simulated paths of actions, as these actions
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depend on (yt; xi;t). We return to this point when we discuss the strategies and simulation

results below.

2.2 Belief sophistication, evolutionary myopia and taking optimal
actions

The evolving state variable of the problem is the network structure, summarized by the

N �N matrix t. Because the nodes of matrix t enter the utility functions of individuals

given by (2) and (3), each individual needs to be aware of the agents with whom they are

connected. However, because of the direct interaction of player i with other players, in order

to make an optimal decision, player i needs to second-guess the beliefs of other agents. In

order to second-guess beliefs of other players, player i needs to be aware of all nodes in matrix

t. We assume this level of sophistication in order to introduce and analyze the element

of higher-order beliefs: each individual i must understand what other individuals believe

about �t, and also i must understand what other individuals believe that i believes about

�t. This belief sophistication, that the structure of t is understood, and that higher-order

beliefs are calculated, is a reasonable assumption, as each individual develops a su¢ cient

understanding of the connectedness among players in social media in a given period t, which

in�uences decisions.

Nevertheless, we assume away that individuals have foresight about the evolution of

t over time. Every individual only evaluates a myopic, narrow-sighted local evolution of

its peer connections, at the stage of evaluating the random invitations for friendship or

annoyances received in each period, that we explain below in the section explaining the

period-by-period search and matching mechanism. We call this nearsightedness of the local

evolution of t for one period only, evolutionary myopia.

Decision-making on taking optimal actions involves maximizing the expected utility
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given by (2) and (3). Speci�cally, the objective function is the conditional expectation

E(uAi (at; �t) j Ii;t) for type-A players and E(uBi (at; �t) j Ii;t) for type-B players. Denoting

optimal actions by aA�i;t and a
B�
i;t , �rst-order conditions give,

aA�i;t = (1� r)E (� j Ii;t) + (1� r)b+ r
NX
j=1

ijt E(aj j Ii;t) , i = 1; :::; NA , (6)

and

aB�i;t = (1� r)E (� j Ii;t)� (1� r)b+ r
NX
j=1

ijt E(aj j Ii;t) , i = 1; :::; NB . (7)

Based on the stochastic structure given by (4) and (5), Bayesian learning implies,10

E(�t j Ii;t) =
�yt + �xi;t
�+ �

. (8)

In addition, since the objective functions of all players are quadratic, it is reasonable to focus

on linear strategies of the form,

aA�j;t = !
j
yy + !

j
bb+

�
1� !jy � !

j
b

�
xj , j = 1; :::; NA , (9)

and

aB�j = wjyy + w
j
b (�b) +

�
1� wjy � w

j
b

�
xj , j = 1; :::; NB . (10)

Notice that the linear-weights normalization, !jy + !
j
b + !

j
x = 1 and wjy + w

j
b + w

j
x = 1,

is possible because the objective functions are ordinal utility functions. Substituting equa-

tions (8), (9) and (10) into (6) and (7) gives a linear system of 2N equations (the trans-

formed equations (6) and (7) and equations (9) and (10)), in 2N unknowns, the coe¢ cients��
!jy
	NA
j=1
;
�
wjy
	NB
j=1
;
�
!jb
	NA
j=1
;
�
wjb
	NB
j=1

�
.

10See Morris and Shin (2002, p. 1526) and the Appendix of this paper.
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Solving this linear problem through matrix inversion, leads to the �xed-point strategies

of the form,11

aA�i;t = a
A
i (yt; xi;t j t) = !iy (t) y + !ib (t) b+

�
1� !iy (t)� !ib (t)

�
xi , i = 1; :::; NA ,

(11)

and

aB�i = aBi (yt; xi;t j t) = wiy (t) y+wib (t) (�b)+
�
1� wiy (t)� wib (t)

�
xi , i = 1; :::; NB .

(12)

Substituting these strategies in the objective function of each player gives the value functions

(indirect utility functions),

V Ai (t) = E
�
uAi
�
aA�i;t ; �t

�
j Ii;t

�
, i = 1; :::; NA , (13)

and

V Bi (t) = E
�
uBi
�
aB�i;t ; �t

�
j Ii;t

�
, i = 1; :::; NB . (14)

In the Appendix, we explain how the derivation of value functions V Ai (t) and V
B
i (t) is

achieved through matrix algebra.

Returning to the remark about the �true�parameter, ��t , used by a modeler for simu-

lating this model, in each period t, the strategy coe¢ cients, !iy (t), !
i
b (t), w

i
y (t), and

wib (t) in equations (11) and (12) are not a¤ected by the pattern of sequences f��tg
T
t=0 in

simulated paths. Yet, since di¤erent sequences f��tg
T
t=0 give di¤erent average patterns of

signals (yt; xi;t), simulated actions, aA�i;t and a
B�
i;t given by equations (11) and (12) will follow

di¤erent patterns, depending on each sequences f��tg
T
t=0. Accordingly, the value functions,

11We give details on how this problem is solved in Section 3, which focuses on characterizing the equilibrium,
in order to convey the intuition of how the network structure, t, in�uences optimal strategies. At this stage,
the statement made by equations (11) and (12) is that actions do depend on network structure, t, and so
do indirect utility functions.
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V Ai (t) and V
B
i (t), given by (13) and (14) will follow di¤erent patterns as well. As we will

see below, these value functions drive the dynamics of the network, t.

2.3 Myopic search and matching equilibrium: the evolution of the
network

The evolving state variable of the problem is the network structure t. We assume that in

each period each player, i, randomly (a) sends one invitation to one non-friend (individuals

in the i-th row of t with 
ij
t = 0), and (b) causes one annoyance to one friend (individuals

in the i-th row of t with 
ij
t = 1). After these invitations have been sent and annoyances

have been caused, players who receive these invitations and experience these annoyances are

prompted to make decisions on selecting new friends and on excluding old friends from their

social network. Below we explain the details of the algorithm that governs these decisions,

leading to the evolution of network t.

2.3.1 Sending invitations

The invitation that player i sends to a non-friend in period t, is drawn from a uniform

distribution, by counting the total number of 0�s in the i-th row of t. This random invitation

is a spontaneous social attempt to make friends, reaching out to agents of both types.

2.3.2 Causing annoyances

Similarly, the annoyance that player i causes to a friend in period t, is also drawn from a

uniform distribution, by counting the total number of 1�s in the i-th row of t. Again this

random annoyance is a spontaneous social event of hostility, provoking examination by the

friend of i who has experienced the annoyance.
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2.3.3 First stage of decision-making: examining received invita-
tions and experienced annoyances

Player i�s decision of making new friends and of excluding old friends in period t, is based

on examining only period t�s received invitations or experienced annoyances. If player i has

received no invitations and has experienced no annoyances, then player i has no decision to

make. If player i has received/experienced a total number of m invitations and annoyances

altogether, then i has 2m cases to examine. These cases consist of f0; 1g choices. Choice �0�

stands for either rejecting a received friendship invitation or excluding an old friend based

on a caused annoyance. On the contrary, choice �1�stands for either accepting a received

friendship invitation or keeping an old friend despite a caused annoyance.

Once all the 2m potential decision outcomes of i�s received invitations and annoyances

are created, they are introduced in the i-th row of matrix Mt, which satis�es t = � (Mt).

Therefore, the algorithm creates 2m versions of the original matrixMt. Speci�cally, denote

by mi;t the 2m � m matrix with each row being an 1 � m vector representing each f0; 1g

constellation of alternative friendships acceptances/exclusions of all m invitations of player

i in period t. For each k 2 f1; 2; :::; 2mg, we place the elements of the k-th row of mi;t,

in the corresponding ordered positions of invitations/annoyances received by player i, in

the i-th row and the i-th column of matrix Mt. This leads to the transformed symmetric

matrixMi;t;k.12 Using the transformation i;t;k = � (Mi;t;k), we use the mapping V Ai
�
i;t;k

�
or V Bi

�
i;t;k

�
, depending on whether player i is type A or type B. We store all values�

V Ai
�
i;t;k

�	2m
k=1

or
�
V Bi

�
i;t;k

�	2m
k=1
, in a 2m � 1 vector vi;t. The maximizing element k�i;t

of vector vi;t governs the optimal decision of player i on which invitations to accept/reject,

or on which old friends to exclude, if any, based on caused annoyances. Therefore, the i-th

12The symmetry of matrix Mi;t;k guarantees that each scenario of accepting/rejecting potential or actual
friends based on received invitations/annoyances is respected by both counterparts: player i who received
the invitations/annoyances and any other player who sent the invitations/annoyances.
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row of Mt is replaced by the i-th row of matrix Mi;t;k�. At this stage, when this procedure

is completed for all i 2 f1; :::; Ng, matrix Mt is transformed into an interim matrix M̂t.

Notice that interim matrix M̂t is not symmetric. Matrix M̂t is further transformed at the

second stage of decision-making.

2.3.4 Second stage of decision-making: treating simultaneous in-
vitations and simultaneous annoyances

At the �rst stage, each agent i examined all received invitations and annoyances he/she

experienced, and made optimal decisions. At the second stage, outcomes of invitations that

player j sent and annoyances that player j caused are aligned with the decisions of any other

agent i who has received these speci�c invitations/annoyances.

Let�s start with an invitation that player j sent to player i. We use a convention: no

matter if the inclusion of the invited person, i, increases agent j�s utility or not, in case j�s

invitation is accepted, agent j will add i as a friend. Therefore, player j must update his/her

row of matrix M̂t, for this accepted invitation he/she sent to i. In order to achieve this goal,

we isolate such cases where the invitation has not been updated, using the indicator function,

Iijt =

8><>: 1

0

;

;

if
�
mij
t � m̂ij

t = �1
�
&
�
m̂ij
t � m̂ji

t 6= 0
�

else

where mij
t and m̂

ij
t are elements of matrices Mt and M̂t. Denote by �Mt the N �N matrix

comprised solely by the indicator function Iijt . We transform the original matrix, M̂t, into a

new one, denoted by ~Mt, with element ~m
ij
t given by,

~mij
t =

8><>: 1

m̂ij
t

;

;

if �mij
t + �mji

t = 1

else

where �mij
t is an element of matrix �Mt.
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This transformation of matrix M̂t into matrix fMt registers any invitation sent from j

to i , that i had accepted, but player j had not registered in the j-th row of matrix M̂t.

Importantly, the transformation of matrix M̂t into matrix fMt takes care of cases where

both j had sent an invitation to i, and i had sent an invitation to j, but only one of the

two accepted the invitation, while the other player rejected it. In this case of at least one

acceptance in mutual invitations, matrix fMt sets ~m
ij
t = ~mji

t = 1, following the convention

that random invitations sent which are ultimately accepted, must be respected by both

players.

We proceed with an annoyance that player j caused to player i. Again we follow a similar

convention to the case of invitations: no matter if the exclusion of the annoyed person, i,

increases j�s utility or not, in case i excludes j from his/her network of friends, j must

respect this decision and update his/her row of matrix fMt accordingly. In order to isolate

such cases where the outcome of the annoyance has not been updated, we use the indicator

function

Iijt =

8><>: 1

0

;

;

if
�
mij
t � ~mij

t = 1
�
&
�
~mij
t � ~mji

t 6= 0
�

else

where mij
t and ~m

ij
t are elements of matrices Mt and fMt. Denote by Mt the N �N matrix

comprised solely by the indicator function Iijt . We transform matrix fMt, into a new one, the

�nal update of the network matrix that carries through to period t+1. Therefore we denote

this matrix byMt+1, with element ~m
ij
t+1 given by,

mij
t+1 =

8><>: 1

~mij
t

;

;

if mij
t +m

ji
t = 1

else

where mij
t is an element of matrixMt. Notice that the updated matrix,Mt+1 is symmetric

and that in the case of two mutually caused annoyances between any players i and j where
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only one of the two rejected the other, matrixMt+1 sets m
ij
t+1 = m

ji
t+1 = 0.

Finally, the updated network, t+1 is obtained via the transformation,

t+1 = � (Mt+1) .

Our model resembles the Golub and Morris (2018) general framework, which introduces

limited information and higher-order learning in networks. Yet, there are numerous di¤er-

ences. First, in our model there are di¤erent types of persons, each having their own biases

and prejudices on taking actions shifted away from the true fundamental value �. Second,

players in the Golub and Morris (2018) framework do not receive public signals, but only

private signals. In our model, the presence of public signals is crucial, as public signals

represent expert opinions about fundamentals. Third our model is dynamic, introducing

a search-and-matching mechanism that in�uences these dynamics. In the next section we

focus on characterizing these dynamics.

3. Equilibrium Characterization

3.1 Why the network structure a¤ects strategies: higher order
beliefs

Our analysis in this section focuses on how the dynamics of the network, t, a¤ect the

evolution of these optimal weights on biases and expert opinion, and how these biases further

a¤ect the evolution of the network, t.

To see why the structure of the network a¤ects the strategy of each player, �rst consider

equations (6) and (7). Players do not only try to coordinate with others, due to the �beauty-

contest�term, but also try to form the correct beliefs about other player�s expectations about

the state variable �.
The last term of the optimal action in equations (6) and (7) is given by (we simplify the
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expression of the conditional expectation),

NX
j=1

ijE(aj) =

26666664
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:
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Type A�s optimal action is given by,

aA�i = (1� r) (E(�) + b) +

+r
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while type B�s optimal action is given by,

aB�i = (1� r) (E(�)� b) +

+r
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Therefore, we have N equations and N unknowns. Using linear algebra, we �nd the
optimal weights using,26666666666666666664

1 : : : : �r�1Nt 0 : : : : 0
: 1 : : : : : : : : : :
: : 1 : : : : : : : : :
: : : 1 : : : : : : : :
: : : : 1 : : : : : : :

�r�N1t : : : : 1 0 : : : : 0

0 : : : : 0 1 : �r1kt r1k+1t : r1Nt
: : : : : : : 1 : : : :
: : : : : : : : 1 : : :

: : : : : : rk+11t : : 1 �rk+1k+2t :
: : : : : : : : : : 1 :

0 : : : : 0 rN1t : rNkt �rNk+1t : 1

37777777777777777775

26666666666666666664

!1x
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!kx
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:
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!1b
:
!kb
wk+1b

:
wNb

37777777777777777775
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26666666666666666664
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(1� r)�
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(1� r)�
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(1� r)�
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(1� r)
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(1� r)
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(1� r)

37777777777777777775
(15)

where � = �
�+�

. The matrix of equation (15) consists of two blocks. The �rst block

helps us in �nding the weight of the private signal for each agent, while the second block

enables us to �nd the weights on the bias, b. It is obvious that each agent needs to use

the information of the whole network matrix, t. Therefore, equation (15) demonstrates

the dependence of all strategy coe¢ cients, !iy (t), !
i
b (t), w

i
y (t), and w

i
b (t) in equations

(11) and (12) on t.

Given any network matrix t, for calculating the expected utility that gives us the value

functions, V Ai (t) and V
B
i (t), we use matrix algebra as well. This calculation is more

involved, so it appears in the Appendix.

3.2 The tradeo¤ between biases and expert opinion

It can be proved that, for all t, the optimal weight on the private signal is given by,
13

!ix (t) = 1� !iy (t)� !ib (t) =
(1� r) �

(1� r) � + � , i = 1; :::; NA , (16)

13A formal proof can be provided by the authors upon request.
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and

wix (t) = 1� wiy (t)� wib (t) =
(1� r) �

(1� r) � + � , i = 1; :::; NB . (17)

An immediate implication of equations (16) and (17) is that, for all t,

!iy (t)+!
i
b (t) = w

j
y (t)+w

j
b (t) =

�

(1� r) � + � , i = 1; :::; NA , j = 1; :::; NB . (18)

Equation (18) says that whenever the weight on the bias, !ib (t) increases, the weight and the

attention to the public signal, the expert opinion, !iy (t), has to decrease. This relationship

captures the tradeo¤ between paying attention to biases versus paying attention to expert

opinion. In our model, this tradeo¤ is explicitly de�ned by equation (18), which provides

intuition for the main results in the simulations below.

4. Simulation Experiments

In our benchmark calibration we use a weight on the �beauty-contest� term of r = 0:65.

The noisiness of private signals, �", is higher than the noisiness of expert signals, ��. We set

�" = 0:32, which implies � = 10, and �� = 0:18, which implies � = 30. We set a small bias

value, b = 0:02, which is about 9 times smaller than one standard deviation of the noisiness

of the expert signal. In addition, we split the network into two groups of equal size. We set

N = 100 and we let NA = NB = 50. Finally, we set �
�
t = 0 for all t.

To start examining the properties of our benchmark calibration, Figure 1 shows a sample

of a totally random initial network in period 0, 0, that we call the �original network�. In

the original network 0, agents of all types are mixed and connected. The probability of

randomly appearing 0�s in the original network matrix 0 is set to p = 0:7. As time passes,

already 20 periods ahead, one can see that the two group types start becoming split (type-A

agents are numbered from 1 to 50). As time moves even further ahead, homophily increases.
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Figure 1 Sample network dynamics for the benchmark calibration.

In order to have a more concrete view of the benchmark model, we calculate 200 Monte-

Carlo simulation trials. Figure 2.a depicts the dynamics of the network t. We use three

metrics to describe the evolution of t: (i) the subnetwork inbreeding homophily index

recommended by Currarrini et al. (2009, p. 1008), (ii) the subnetwork density index and

(iii) the subnetwork closeness centrality.
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Figure 2.a Evolution of network t with sensitivity analysis on the bias parameter, b.

Benchmark calibration (b = 2%) is compared to alternative cases with high and low b

values.

The inbreeding homophily index depicted in the two panels on the left of Figure 2.a, is

given by the formula,

IHk =
Hk �Wk

1�Wk

, k 2 fA;Bg ,

where,

Hk =
sk

sk + dk
,
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with sk being the average number of friendships that agents of type k have with other type-k

agents, while dk is the average number of friendships that type-k agents have with non-type-

k agents. In addition Wk � Nk=N . Density is de�ned as Dk = sk=Nk, and the closeness

centrality index is calculated in the standard way (see Jackson, 2008, Ch. 2).

Figure 2.b Optimal actions and weights over time with sensitivity analysis on the bias

parameter, b. Benchmark calibration (b = 2%) is compared to alternative cases with high

and low b values. The strategies of type A (top panels) and type B (bottom panels) are,

aA�i;t = a
A
i (yt; xi;t j t) = !ix (t)xi + !iy (t) y + !ib (t) b, and

aB�i = aBi (yt; xi;t j t) = wix (t)xi + wiy (t) y + wib (t) (�b).
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As we can see in Figure 2.a, as time passes, homophily increases and the within-group

ties become stronger, because the density index, Dk, and the closeness centrality index,

CCAk, of the subnetwork of friends of each of the two groups (k 2 fA;Bg) increase over

time. Notably, for higher values of b, these dynamics of t are accelerated, leading to a more

segregated network faster, with more intense homophily, subnetwork density, and closeness

centrality than the network depicted by the bottom right panel of Figure 1. Lower values

of b seem to decelerate this segregation process. When the value of b is su¢ ciently low

(b = 0:5%, one fourth of the benchmark value b = 2%), the homophily and density dynamics

seem to slow down substantially.

The network dynamics of matrix t, depicted by Figure 2.a, are re�ected in the optimal

actions of players. Figure 2.b plots the optimal actions and action weights. Consistently with

equations (11) and (12), and consistently with the characterization provided by equations

(16), (17) and (18), over time the weight on the private signals remains constant, while

the weights on bias increase and the weights on expert opinion decrease. Thus, the model

provides not only homophily dynamics, but also a gradual downgrading of the expert opinion

and an increase in biases. Notice that, despite the 200 Monte-Carlo simulation trials, there

is still some unsuppressed noise of actions in the left top and left bottom panels of Figure

2.b. This unsuppressed noise is due to the fact that the noise levels of expert opinions

and private signals are substantially high (�� = 18% and �" = 32%). Having in mind

expert opinions about complicated public-policy issues (strategies to reduce unemployment,

to increase growth, to strengthen international trade, to reduce �scal debt, etc.), we assume

that experts might disagree. Other sources of signals (internet bloggers, peers, etc.), exhibit

even more disagreement. That agents in the model are aware of the values of �� and �",

means that agents are aware of these kinds of disagreement.
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4.1 The role of fundamental biases

To understand the role of fundamental biases captured by parameter b in the model, we

must focus on the bias factors !ib (t) and w
i
b (t) in strategies (11) and (12). Parameter b is

the fundamental bias parameter, while the optimal-strategy factors !ib (t) and w
i
b (t) are

the peer-induced bias ampli�cation factors. These peer-induced bias ampli�cation factors

enhance biases in actions, aA�i = aAi (yt; xi;t j t) and aB�i = aBi (yt; xi;t j t). In turn, the

high peer-induced bias in these actions changes the value functions, V Ai (t) and V
B
i (t),

that players use in order to decide who to make friend and who to kick out of their personal

network of peers. Therefore, given a level of fundamental biases captured by parameter

b, the model produces additional peer-induced bias, captured by optimal strategy factors

!ib (t) and w
i
b (t), which further enhances the homophily/segregation dynamics of network

t. These segregation dynamics of t lead to more peer-induced bias that accelerates the

future segregation dynamics of t even more. This acceleration is the the vicious circle of

biases, beliefs and network homophily.

Since the model has no fake news, it emphasizes the role of the parameter, b. Speci�cally,

in Figure 2.b we can see that a very small value of b = 0:5%, gives agent actions that

are not particularly polarized and without strong polarization dynamics. This �nding is

a theoretical argument indicating that one strategy for coping with populism might be to

develop strategies for reducing b through educational reforms that may focus on mitigating

fundamental biases by promoting evidence-based attitudes towards complicated social and

scienti�c issues.
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4.2 The role of asymmetry in the size of di¤erent groups

Here we study how di¤erent subgroup sizes in�uence the dynamics of the network, the

actions, the dynamics of peer-induced biases and the dynamics of the downgrading of expert

opinion. Using the same calibrating parameters as in the benchmark case, we make type-A

agents a larger group with NA = 65, and type-B agents a smaller group with NB = 35.

Figure 3 Sample network dynamics for the calibration with NA = 65 and NB = 35.
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Figure 3 presents the sample dynamics of such a network. Just 20 periods ahead, the

homophily dynamics are at work. Yet, the density of the small, type-B subnetwork seems

to be increasing at a lower pace compared to the density of the larger, type-A subnetwork.

Figure 4.a Evolution of network t varying the sizes of subgroups A and B. Benchmark

calibration (NA = NB = 50) is compared to a case of asymmetric groups with NA = 65 and

NB = 35.

To see if the sample dynamics depicted by Figure 3 are robust, we run a Monte-Carlo

simulation of 200 Monte-Carlo trials. In Figure 4.a we compare the dynamics of this asym-
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metric network with NA = 65 and NB = 35 to the dynamics of the benchmark network

with groups of the same size (NA = NB = 50). The intuition visually conveyed by Fig-

ure 3 concerning the evolution of the density between the two groups is con�rmed by the

Monte-Carlo averaging: the larger group, type A, exhibits higher subnetwork density and

more homophily, too. Yet, the closeness centrality measure evolves in the opposite way: the

smaller group, type B, exhibits higher closeness centrality than the larger group.

Figure 4.b Optimal actions and weights over time varying the size of subgroups A and

B. Benchmark calibration (NA = NB = 50) is compared to a case of asymmetric groups

with NA = 65 and NB = 35.
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Figure 4.b investigates the e¤ects of the network dynamics depicted by Figure 4.a on

actions and peer-induced biases. Small groups need a bigger fundamental bias, b, in order

to exhibit higher peer-induced bias. Otherwise, if the fundamental bias of a small group is

the same as the fundamental bias of a large group, the interactions of the small group with

the larger group lead to smaller peer-induced biases wib (t), and a more moderate decline in

the downgrading of expert opinion. In brief, we �nd a moderate tendency of smaller groups

to assimilate with the larger network and a moderate tendency of larger groups to exhibit

higher homophily, subnetwork density, peer-induced bias and peer-induced neglect for expert

opinion. Future work trying to understand the fanaticism of small groups might focus on

studying the role that fundamental biases and fake news play within the subnetwork of such

smaller groups.

5. Conclusion

Populism has risen substantially in the past few decades. Among other factors explaining

this rise, much research has focused on internet social media as one of the core culprits. In-

ternet and social media have decreased the cost of forming new networks and of exchanging

information. Populists tend to spend much energy on networking and on spreading infor-

mation that is not fact-based or expert-reviewed. Naturally, much of current research has

focused on fake news.

There is an obvious implicit and legitimate motivation behind the development of this

fake-news literature: it is hoped that by understanding the determinants of fake news and by

developing ways of combating fake news, problems of populism, of neglecting expert opinion,

of fanaticism, etc. may be mitigated. While we do not object this view, we have argued

that combating fake news may not be su¢ cient for combating the rising populist tendency
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of neglecting expert opinion. Just combining the internet�s ease of forming networks with

two fundamental features of most people, fundamental biases in attitudes towards a number

of life aspects, and people�s fundamental preference for being liked by their peers, can lead

to populist dynamics over time through a vicious circle. Even without fake news, biases lead

to more homophily and, over time, more homophily leads to actions that put more weight

on biases and less weight on expert opinion.

Certainly, it is impossible to reverse the technological improvements behind the devel-

opment of the internet and online social media. Yet, a message of our �ndings is that, in

addition to the fake-news research initiative, societies might need to invest more intensely in

ways of mitigating fundamental biases from people. This might be possible to be achieved

through educational reforms and educational approaches that train citizens in developing a

fact-based attitude towards knowledge and new information, trust for science and respect for

expert views. Understanding the determinants of biases and ways of making people aware

of biases may be a new focus of future research that aims at mitigating populism in society.

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the �rst study to propose a search and matching

mechanism of network friends in an environment of incomplete information, higher order

beliefs and evolutionary dynamics. An appealing feature of our model is that it rationalizes

decisions under incomplete information. We have tackled a demanding �xed-point problem

of calculating higher-order beliefs, and have simpli�ed the computation of value functions

that are crucial for the search-and-matching decisions, using linear algebra. Yet, our model is

still demanding in terms of the required computational power, even in cases with N = 1000.

Future research might focus on simulating networks with millions of network members and

many di¤erent groups, distinguished by identi�able biases. For this research agenda, the

search-and-matching mechanism may be simpli�ed, perhaps by �nding some quasi-solutions
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to the calculation of value functions, in order to avoid sacri�cing the key mechanism of

rationalizing friendship choices.

Finally, future work can focus on evolving networks where the number of network par-

ticipants, N , changes over time. This extension can be rather straightforward, provided

that the �birth-and-death� process of internet and social media users relies on empirical

observations. Such extensions are among the numerous directions one can take in future

research.
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6. Appendix

6.1 Calculating key expectations

Agent i�s information set consists of her private signal xi, and public signal y. Since all signals

are random variables, centered around �, to predict the state of the world conditional on its

information set, agent i should consider the following probability density function:

p(� j Ii) = p(� j (y; xi)) / p(y; xi j �)p(�) / exp
�
�1
2

�
�(� � y)2 + �(� � xi)2

��
in the case of the �at (absolutely non-informative: p(�) / 1 ) prior of �. The expression in

the exponential function can be transformed in the following way:

L = �(� � y)2 + �(� � xi)2 = �
�
�2 � 2�y

�
+ �(�2 � 2�xi) + C =

= �2 (�+ �)� 2� (�y + �xi) + C

where C is a constant. Such transformations are frequently used in the Bayesian statistics

literature (see, for instance, Koop et.al., 2007). Therefore, we �nd that,

�j(y;xi) � N
�
�y + �xi
�+ �

;
1

�+ �

�
, (19)

which implies,

E(� j Ii) = E(� j (y; xi)) =
�y + �xi
�+ �

.

Next step is to calculate E(�2 j Ii). Observe that any normally distributed variable,

x � N (�; �2), can be written as a linear transformation of a standard normal, i.e., x = �+�z,

with z � N (0; 1). Therefore, equation (19) implies,

� =
�y + �xi
�+ �

+
1p

(�+ �)
z ,
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where z � N (0; 1). Let,

� =
1p

(�+ �)

and

� =
�y + �xi
�+ �

,

implying that � = �z + �. Therefore, �2 = �2z2 + �2 + 2��z, implying,

E(�2 j Ii) = �2E(z2 j Ii) + �2 + 2��E(z j Ii) . (20)

Since z � N (0; 1), z2 � �2 (1), and E(z2 j Ii) = 1. Therefore, equation (20) implies,

E(�2 j Ii) =
�
�y + �xi
�+ �

�2
+

1

�+ �
.

6.2 Calculating the value functions

The value functions are equal to E(ui(a�; �)). Using (11) and (12), we �nd the optimal action

a�i of each agent, and then we put the optimal action a
�
i into the expected utility function

and �nd the expected utility from everyone�s side. The calculations are summarized by,
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where the operation �:��denotes element-by-element multiplication.
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